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Abstract—Hybrid analog and digital beamforming transceivers
are instrumental in addressing the challenge of expensive
hardware and high training overheads in the next genera-
tion millimeter-wave (mm-Wave) massive MIMO (multiple-input
multiple-output) systems. However, lack of fully digital beam-
forming in hybrid architectures and short coherence times at mm-
Wave impose additional constraints on the channel estimation.
Prior works on addressing these challenges have focused largely
on narrowband channels wherein optimization-based or greedy
algorithms were employed to derive hybrid beamformers. In
this paper, we introduce a deep learning (DL) approach for
joint channel estimation and hybrid beamforming for frequency-
selective, wideband mm-Wave systems. In particular, we consider
a massive MIMO Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (MIMO-OFDM) system and propose three different DL
frameworks comprising convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
which accept the received pilot signal as input and yield the
hybrid beamformers at the output. We also introduce both
offline and online prediction schemes for channel estimation
and hybrid beamforming. Numerical experiments demonstrate
that, compared to the current state-of-the-art optimization and
DL methods, our approach provides higher spectral efficiency,
lesser computational cost, and higher tolerance against the
deviations in the received pilot data, corrupted channel matrix,
and propagation environment.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, deep learning, online learn-
ing, hybrid beamforming, mm-Wave.
I. INTRODUCTION
The conventional cellular communications systems suffer
from spectrum shortage while the demand for wider bandwidth
and higher data rates is continuously increasing [1]. In this
context, millimeter wave (mm-Wave) band is a preferred can-
didate for fifth-generation (5G) communications technology
because it provides higher data rate and wider bandwidth [1]–
[5]. Compared to sub-6 GHz transmissions envisaged in 5G,
the mm-Wave signals encounter a more complex propagation
environment that is characterized by higher scattering, severe
penetration losses, lower diffraction, and higher path loss
for fixed transmitter and receiver gains [6], [7]. The mm-
Wave systems leverage massive antenna arrays - usually in
a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) configuration - to
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achieve array and multiplexing gain, and thereby compensate
for the propagation losses at high frequencies [8], [9].
However, such a large array requires a dedicated radio-
frequency (RF) chain for each antenna resulting in an ex-
pensive system architecture and high power consumption. In
order to address this, hybrid analog and baseband beam-
forming architectures have been introduced, wherein a small
number of phase-only analog beamformers are employed to
steer the beams. The down-converted signal is then processed
by baseband beamformers, each of which is dedicated to
a single RF chain [6]–[8], [10]. This combination of high-
dimensional phase-only analog and low-dimensional baseband
digital beamformers significantly reduces the number of RF
chains while also maintaining sufficient beamforming gain [8],
[11].
However, lack of fully digital beamforming in hybrid ar-
chitectures poses challenges in mm-Wave channel estimation
[12]–[17]. The instantaneous channel state information (CSI)
is essential for massive MIMO communications because pre-
coding at downlink or decoding at uplink transmission requires
highly accurate CSI to achieve spatial diversity and multi-
plexing gain [6], [7]. In practice, pilot signals are periodically
transmitted and the received signals are processed to estimate
the CSI [12], [13]. Further, the mm-Wave environments such
as indoor and vehicular communications are highly variable
with short coherence times [18] that necessitates use of chan-
nel estimation algorithms that are robust to deviations in the
channel data. Once the CSI is obtained, the hybrid analog and
baseband beamformers are designed using either instantaneous
channel matrix or channel covariance matrix (CCM). Bam-
forming based on the latter provides lower spectral efficiency
[19] because CCM does not reflect the instantaneous profile of
the channel. Hence, it is more common to utilize the channel
matrix for hybrid beamforming [20]–[23].
In recent years, several techniques have been proposed to
design the hybrid precoders in mm-Wave MIMO systems.
Initial works have focused on narrow-band channels [6]–[8],
[20], [22]. However, to effectively utilize the mm-Wave MIMO
architectures with relatively larger bandwidth, there are recent
and concerted efforts toward developing broadband hybrid
beamforming techniques. The key challenge in hybrid beam-
forming for a broadband frequency-selective channel is de-
signing a common analog beamformer that is shared across all
subcarriers while the digital (baseband) beamformer weights
need to be specific to a subcarrier. This difference in hybrid
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2beamforming design of frequency-selective channels from flat-
fading case is the primary motivation for considering hybrid
beamforming for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) modulation. The optimal beamforming vector in a
frequency-selective channel depends on the frequency, i.e., a
subcarrier in OFDM, but the analog beamformer in any of
the narrow-band hybrid structures cannot vary with frequency.
Thus, a common analog beamformer must be designed in
consideration of impact to all subcarriers, thereby making the
hybrid precoding more difficult than the narrow-band case.
Among prior works, [24], [25] consider channel estimation
for wideband mm-Wave massive MIMO systems. The hybrid
beamforming design was investigated in [19], [23], [26],
[27] where OFDM-based frequency-selective structures are
designed. In particular, [26] proposes a Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization based approach for hybrid beamforming (GS-HB)
with the assumption of perfect CSI and GS-HB selects the
precoders from a finite codebook which are obtained from
the instantaneous channel data. Using the same assumption
on CSI, [23] proposed a phase extraction approach for hybrid
precoder design. In [28], a unified analog beamformer is
designed based on the second-order spatial channel covariance
matrix of a wideband channel. In [29], the Eckart-Young-
Mirsky matrix approximation is employed to find the wide-
band beamforming matrices that have the minimum Euclidean
distance from the optimal solutions. In [30], the wideband
beamformer design is cast as a search for a common basis
matrix for the subspaces spanned by all subcarriers’ channel
matrices and the higher order singular value decomposition
(HOSVD) method is applied. In [31], antenna selection is
also introduced to wideband hybrid beamforming. It exploits
the asymptotic orthogonality of array steering vectors and pro-
poses two angular-information-based beamforming schemes to
relax the assumption of full CSI at the transmitter such that
knowledge of only angles of departure is required.
Nearly all of the aforementioned methods strongly rely on
perfect CSI knowledge. This is very impractical given the
highly dynamic nature of mm-Wave channel [18]. To relax
this dependence and obtain robust performance against the
imperfections in the estimated channel matrix, we examine a
deep learning (DL) approach. The DL is capable of uncovering
complex relationships in data/signals and, thus, can achieve
better performance. This has been demonstrated in several
successful applications of DL in wireless communications
problems such as channel estimation [32], [33], analog beam
selection [34], [35], and also hybrid beamforming [34], [36]–
[40]. In particular, DL-based techniques have been shown
[33], [38], [39], [41], [42] to be computationally efficient in
searching for optimum beamformers and tolerant to imperfect
channel inputs when compared with the conventional methods.
For instance in [43], beamformer vectors are design based on
the compressive channel data which is learned via deep auto-
encoders. However, these works investigated only narrow-band
channels [36]–[38], including our previous work in [39]. The
DL-based design of hybrid precoders for broadband mm-Wave
massive MIMO systems, despite its high practical importance,
remains unexamined so far.
In this paper, we propose a DL-based joint channel estima-
tion and hybrid beamformer design for wideband mm-Wave
systems. Preliminary results of this work appeared in [44]
where a single deep network was used for only wideband
hybrid beamforming. In this paper, our proposed framework
construct a non-linear mapping between the received pilot
signals and the hybrid beamformers. In particular, we employ
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in three different DL
structures. In the first framework (F1), a single CNN maps
the received pilot signals directly to the hybrid beamformers.
In the second (F2) and third (F3) frameworks, we employ
multiple CNNs to also estimate the channel separately. In F2,
entire subcarrier data are fed to a single CNN for channel
estimation. This is a less complex architecture but it does
not allow flexibility of controlling each channel individually.
Therefore, we tune the performance of F2 in F3, which has a
dedicated CNN for each subcarrier.
The proposed DL framework operates in two stages: of-
fline training and online prediction. During training, several
received pilot signals and channel realizations are generated,
and hybrid beamforming problem is solved via the manifold
optimization (MO) approach [21], [45] to obtain the network
labels. In the online prediction stage when the CNNs operate in
real-time, the channel matrix and the hybrid beamformers are
estimated by simply feeding the CNNs with the received pilot
data. The proposed approach is advantageous because it does
not require the perfect channel data in the prediction stage yet
it provides robust performance. Moreover, our CNN structure
takes less computational time to produce hybrid beamformers
when compared to the conventional approaches.
Furthermore, we have investigated the online deployment
of the proposed DL frameworks. The main challenge in
online learning is to adapt the network to the propagation
environment so that it can learn the new incoming input
data. In the proposed scheme, the DL network updates its
parameters so that it adapts to the environment. Since the
proposed network architectures work in supervised manner,
the label of the networks are obtained by solving analytical
approaches only when the network requires to be re-trained.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the fol-
lowing section, we introduce the system model for wideband
mm-Wave channel. We formulate the joint channel estimation
and beamforming problem in Section III. We then present
our approaches toward both of these problems in Sections IV
and V, respectively. We introduce our various DL frameworks
in Section VI and follow it with numerical simulations in
Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII.
Throughout this paper, we denote the vectors and matrices
by boldface lower and upper case symbols, respectively. In
case of a vector a, [a]i represents its i-th element. For a matrix
A, [A]:,i and [A]i,j denote the i-th column and the (i, j)-th
entry, respectively. The IN is the identity matrix of size N×N ;
E{·} denotes the statistical expectation; rank(·) denotes the
rank of its matrix argument; ‖ ·‖F is the Frobenius norm; (·)†
denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse; and ∠{·} denotes
the angle of a complex scalar/vector. The notation expressing
a convolutional layer with N filters/channels of size D ×D,
is given by N@D ×D.
3Fig. 1. System architecture of wideband mm-Wave MIMO-OFDM transceivers with hybrid analog and baseband precoding.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider hybrid precoder design for a frequency se-
lective wideband mm-Wave massive MIMO-OFDM system
with M subcarriers (Fig. 1). The base station (BS) has NT
antennas and NRF (NRF ≤ NT) RF chains to transmit
NS data streams. In the downlink, the BS first precodes NS
data symbols s[m] = [s1[m], s2[m], . . . , sNS [m]]
T ∈ CNS at
each subcarrier by applying the subcarrier-dependent baseband
precoders FBB[m] = [fBB1 [m], fBB2 [m], . . . , fBBNS [m]] ∈
CNRF×NS . Then, as shown in Fig. 1, the signal is transformed
to the time-domain via M -point inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT). After adding the cyclic prefix, the transmitter employs
a subcarrier-independent RF precoder FRF ∈ CNT×NRF to
form the transmitted signal. Given that FRF consists of analog
phase shifters, we assume that the RF precoder has constant
equal-norm elements, i.e., |[FRF]i,j |2 = 1. Additionally, we
have the power constraint
∑M
m=1 ‖FRFFBB[m]‖2F = MNS
that is enforced by the normalization of baseband precoder
{FBB[m]}m∈M where M = {1, . . . ,M}. Thus, the NT × 1
transmit signal is
x[m] = FRFFBB[m]s[m], (1)
In mm-Wave transmission, the channel is represented by a
geometric model with limited scattering [46]. The channel
matrix H[m] includes the contributions of L clusters, each
of which has the time delay τl and Nsc scattering paths/rays
within the cluster. Hence, each ray in the l-th cluster has a
relative time delay τr, angle-of-arrival (AOA) θl ∈ [−pi, pi],
angle-of-departure (AOD) φl ∈ [−pi, pi], relative AOA (AOD)
shift ϑrl (ϕrl) between the center of the cluster and each ray
[26], and complex path gain αl,r for r = {1, . . . , Nsc}. Let
p(τ) denote a pulse shaping function for Ts-spaced signaling
evaluated at τ seconds [17], then the mm-Wave delay-d MIMO
channel matrix is
H[d] =
√
NTNR
NscL
L∑
l=1
Nsc∑
r=1
αl,rp(dTs − τl − τr)
× aR(θl − ϑrl)aHT(φl − ϕrl), (2)
where aR(θ) and aT(φ) are the NR × 1 and NT × 1 steering
vectors representing the array responses of the receive and
transmit antenna arrays respectively. Let λm = c0fm be the
wavelength for the subcarrier m with frequency of fm. Since
the operating frequency is relatively higher than the bandwidth
in mm-Wave systems and the subcarrier frequencies are close
to each other, (i.e., fm1 ≈ fm2 , m1,m2 ∈M), we use a single
operating wavelength λ = λ1 = · · · = λM = c0fc where c0 is
speed of light and fc is the central carrier frequency [23]. This
approximation also allows for a single frequency-independent
analog beamformer for each subcarrier. Then, for a uniform
linear array (ULA), the array response of the transmit array is
aT(φ) =
[
1, ej
2pi
λ dT sin(φ), . . . , ej
2pi
λ (NT−1)dT sin(φ)
]T
, (3)
where dT = dR = λ/2 is the antenna spacing and aR(θ) can
be defined in a similar way as for aT(φ). After performing
M -point DFT of the delay-d channel model in (2), the channel
matrix at subcarrier m is
H[m] =
D−1∑
d=0
H[d]e−j
2pim
M d, (4)
where D is the length of cyclic prefix [16]. The frequency
domain channel in (4) is used in MIMO-OFDM systems,
where the orthogonality of each subcarrier is held such that
||HH[m1]H[m2]||2F = 0 for m1,m2 ∈ M and m1 6= m2.
We also note here that the application of precoder and com-
biners does not violate orthogonality since the baseband pre-
coder/combiners are obtained for each subcarrier and analog
precoder/combiners are the same for all subcarriers.
With the aforementioned block-fading channel model [46],
the received signal before analog processing at subcarrier m
is
y[m] =
√
ρH[m]FRFFBB[m]s[m] + n[m], (5)
where ρ represents the average received power and H[m] ∈
CNR×NT channel matrix and n[m] ∼ CN (0, σ2INR) is
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector. The received
signal is first processed by the analog combiner WRF.
Then, the cyclic prefix is removed from the processed
signal and NRF M -point FFTs are applied to yield the
4signal in frequency domain (see Fig. 1). Finally, the re-
ceiver employs low-dimensional NRF × NS digital combin-
ers {WBB[m]}m∈M. The received and processed signal is
y˜[m] = WHBB[m]W
H
RFy[m], i.e.,
y˜[m] =
√
ρWHBB[m]W
H
RFH[m]FRFFBB[m]s[m]
+ WHBB[m]W
H
RFn[m], (6)
where the analog combiner WRF ∈ CNR×NRF has the con-
straint
[
[WRF]:,i[WRF]
H
:,i
]
i,i
= 1 similar to the RF precoder.
Once the received symbols, i.e., y˜[m] are obtained at the
receiver, they are demodulated decoded for each subcarrier.
In this work, the OFDM structure is fully loaded, i.e., all
subcarriers are activated.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In practice, the estimation process of the channel matrix is
a challenging task, especially in case of a large number of
antennas deployed in massive MIMO communications [12],
[14]. Further, short coherence times of mm-Wave channel
imply that the channel characteristics change rapidly [18].
Literature indicates several mm-Wave channel estimation tech-
niques [7], [14], [15], [47], [48]. In our DL framework, the
channel estimation is performed by a deep network which
accepts the received pilot signals as input and yields the
channel matrix estimate at the output layer [33]. During the
pilot transmission process, the transmitter activates only one
RF chain to transmit the pilot on a single beam; the receiver
meanwhile turns on all RF chains [7]. Hence, unlike other DL-
based beamformers [36]–[39] that presume knowledge of the
channel, our framework exploits DL for both channel matrix
approximation as well as beamforming.
Specifically, we focus on designing hybrid precoders
FRF,FBB[m], WRF,WBB[m] by maximizing the overall
spectral efficiency of the system under power spectral density
constraint for each subcarrier. Let R[m] be the overall spectral
efficiency of the subcarrier m. Assuming that the Gaussian
symbols are transmitted through the mm-Wave channel [6]–
[8], [26], R[m] is
R[m] = log2
∣∣∣∣INS + ρNS Λ−1n [m]WHBBWHRFH[m]
× FRFFBB[m]FHBB[m]FHRFHH[m]WRFWBB[m]
∣∣∣∣, (7)
where Λn[m] = σ2nW
H
BB[m]W
H
RFWRFWBB[m] ∈ CNS×NS
corresponds to the noise term in (6). The hybrid beamformer
design is equivalent to the following optimization problem:
maximize
FRF,WRF,{FBB[m],WBB[m]}m∈M
1
M
M∑
m=1
R[m]
subject to FRF ∈ FRF,WRF ∈ WRF,
M∑
m=1
||FRFFBB[m]||2F =MNS, (8)
where FRF andWRF are the feasible sets for the RF precoder
and combiners which obey the unit-norm constraint and
The hybrid beamformer design problem in (8) requires
analog and digital beamformers which, in turn, are obtained
by exploiting the structure of the channel matrix in mm-
Wave channel. Our goal is to recover FRF, FBB[m], WRF,
and WBB[m] for the given received pilot signal. In the
following section, we describe the channel estimation and
design methodology of hybrid beamformers before introducing
learning-based approach.
IV. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this work, DL network estimates the channel from
the received pilot signals in the preamble stage. Consider a
downlink scenario where the transmitter activates only one
RF chain. The resulting beamformer vector fu[m] ∈ CNT and
pilot signals are su[m], where u = 1, . . . ,MT. The receiver
activates MR RF chains and applies wv for v = 1, . . . ,MR
to process the received pilots [33]. Since the number of RF
chains in the receiver is limited by NRF (usually less than MR
in a single channel use), a total of NRF combining vectors are
employed. Hence, the total channel use in the channel acqui-
sition process is d MRNRF e. This scheme captures the dominant
paths in mm-Wave channels. This is not possible with the use
of all transmit RF chains which otherwise accelerates the pilot
transmission [7], [33].
After processing through combiners, the received pilot sig-
nal becomes
Y[m] = W
H
[m]H[m]F[m]S[m] + N˜[m], (9)
where F[m] = [f1[m], f2[m], . . . , fMT [m]] and W[m] =
[w1[m],w2[m], . . . ,wMR [m]] are NT ×MT and NR ×MR
beamformer matrices. The S[m] = diag{s1[m], . . . , sMT [m]}
denotes pilot signals and N˜[m] = W
H
N[m] is effective noise
matrix, where N[m] ∼ N (0, σ2
N
). The noise corruption of
the pilot training data is measured by SNRN. Without loss of
generality, we assume that F[m] = F and W[m] = W, ∀m
and S[m] =
√
PTIMT , where PT is the transmit power. There
are several works on the design of the training pilots in one
symbol/frame for OFDM structures, see e.g., [49]., where PT
is the transmit power. Then, the received signal (9) becomes
Y[m] = W
H
H[m]F + N˜[m]. (10)
The initial channel estimate (ICE) is then
G[m] = TRY[m]TT, (11)
where
TR =
{
W, MR < NR
(WW
H
)−1W, MR ≤ NR,
(12)
and
TT =
{
F
H
, MT < NT
F
H
(FF
H
)−1, MT ≤ NT.
(13)
We consider G[m] as an initial estimate because, later, we
improve this approximation with a deep network that maps
G[m] to H[m].
5V. HYBRID BEAMFORMER DESIGN FOR WIDEBAND
MM-WAVE MIMO SYSTEMS
The design problem in (8) requires a joint optimization
over several matrices. This approach is computationally com-
plex and even intractable. Instead, a decoupled problem is
preferred [8], [21], [23], [39]. Here, the hybrid precoders
FRF,FBB[m] are estimated first and then the hybrid combin-
ers WRF,WBB[m] are found. Define the mutual information
of the mm-Wave channel that can be achieved at the BS
through Gaussian signaling as [26]
I{FRF,FBB[m]} = log2
∣∣∣∣INS
+
ρ
NS
H[m]FRFFBB[m]F
H
BB[m]F
H
RFH
H[m]
∣∣∣∣. (14)
The hybrid precoders are then obtained by maximizing the
mutual information, i.e.,
maximize
FRF,{FBB[m]}m∈M
1
M
M∑
m=1
I{FRF,FBB[m]}
subject to FRF ∈ FRF,
M∑
m=1
||FRFFBB[m]||2F =MNS, (15)
We note here that one could approximate the optimization
problem in (15) by exploiting the similarity between the hy-
brid beamformer FRFFBB[m] and the optimal unconstrained
beamformer Fopt[m]. The latter is obtained from the right
singular matrix of the channel matrix H[m] [8], [21]. Let
the singular value decomposition of the channel matrix be
H[m] = U[m]Σ[m]VH [m], where U[m] ∈ CNR×rank(H[m])
and V[m] ∈ CNT×rank(H[m]) are the left and the right singular
value matrices of the channel matrix, respectively, and Σ[m]
is rank(H[m])×rank(H[m]) matrix composed of the singular
values of H[m] in descending order.
By decomposing Σ[m] and V[m] as Σ[m] =
diag{Σ˜[m],Σ[m]}, V[m] = [V˜[m],V[m]], where
V˜[m] ∈ CNT×NS , the unconstrained precoder is readily
obtained as Fopt[m] = V˜[m] [8]. The hybrid precoder design
problem for all subcarriers can then be written as
minimize
FRF,{FBB[m]}m∈M
∣∣∣∣F˜opt − FRFF˜BB∣∣∣∣2F
subject to FRF ∈ FRF,
M∑
m=1
∣∣∣∣FRFFBB[m]∣∣∣∣2F =MNS, (16)
where F˜opt ∈ CNT×MNS is defined as
F˜opt =
[
Fopt Fopt[2] · · · Fopt[M ]] , (17)
and
F˜BB =
[
FBB[1] FBB[2] · · · FBB[M ]
]
, (18)
contain the beamformers for all subcarriers.
Once the hybrid precoders are designed, the hybrid com-
biners WRF,WBB[m] realized by minimizing the mean-
square-error (MSE), E{∣∣∣∣s[m]−WHBB[m]WHRFy[m]∣∣∣∣22}. Us-
ing the minimum MSE (MMSE) estimator WMMSE[m] =
(E{s[m]yH[m]}E{y[m]yH[m]}−1)H, we can write the com-
biner design problem as
minimize
WRF,WBB[m]
∣∣∣∣Λ1/2y [m](WMMSE[m]−WRFWBB[m])∣∣∣∣2F
subject to WRF ∈ WRF. (19)
where Λy[m] = ρH[m]FRFFBB[m]FHBB[m]F
H
RFH
H[m] +
σ2nINR , is the covariance of the array output in (5). The
unconstrained combiner in a compact form is then [50],
WHMMSE[m] =
1
ρ
(
Fopt
H
[m]HH[m]H[m]Fopt[m]
+
NSσ
2
n
ρ
INS
)−1
Fopt
H
[m]HH[m]. (20)
In (19), the multiplicative term Λ1/2y [m] does not depend on
WRF or WBB[m], It, therefore, has no bearing on the solution
and can be ignored. Define W˜MMSE ∈ CNR×MNS as
W˜MMSE=
[
WMMSE[1] WMMSE[2] · · ·WMMSE[M ]
]
, (21)
and
W˜BB =
[
WBB[1] WBB[2] · · · WBB[M ]
]
. (22)
Then, the hybrid combiner design problem becomes
minimize
WRF,{WBB[m]}m∈M
∣∣∣∣W˜MMSE −WRFW˜BB∣∣∣∣2F
subject to WRF ∈ WRF
WBB[m] = (W
H
RFΛy[m]WRF)
−1
× (WHRFΛy[m]WMMSE[m]). (23)
In [45], manifold optimization or “Manopt” algorithm is
suggested to effectively solve the optimization problems in
(16) and (23). Although the Manopt algorithm is compu-
tationally complex as compared to the conventional greedy
search [8], [26] and phase extraction-based [23] approach, it
yields optimal beamforming results which are used as labels
of deep networks. This complexity is influence computational
times of only offline training. When the network is deployed
for online testing, the proposed DL approach avoids this
computational overhead without running the Manopt algorithm
for new inputs. Note that both of these problems do not require
a codebook or a set of array response of transmit and receive
arrays [8]. In fact, the manifold optimization problem for (16)
and (23) are initialized at a random point, i.e., beamformers
with unit-norm and random phases.
VI. LEARNING-BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND
HYBRID BEAMFORMER DESIGN
We introduce three DL frameworks F1, F2, and F3 (Fig. 2).
In all of them, hybrid beamformers are the outputs. The
ICE values G[m] obtained from the received pilot signal in
the preamble stage form the inputs. The F1 architecture is
Multi-Carrier Hybrid Beamforming Network (MC-HBNet). It
comprises a single CNN which accepts the ICEs jointly for all
subcarriers. The input size is MNR×NT. The ICEs introduce
a performance loss if the channel estimates are inaccurate. To
address this, F2 employs separate CNNs for channel estimation
6Fig. 2. Deep learning frameworks for hybrid beamforming in mm-Wave
MIMO systems. The F1 has a single CNN (MC-HBNet) which maps the
received pilot signal data directly into hybrid beamformers. In F2 and F3,
multiple CNNs are used for channel estimation and hybrid beamforming
sequentially. For channel estimation, a single CNN (MC-CENet) is trained
for all subcarrier data in F2 whereas a dedicated CNN (SC-CENet) is used
for each subcarrier data in F3. The final HBNet stage is identical in F2 and
F3.
(Multi-Carrier Channel Estimation Network or MC-CENet)
and hybrid beamforming (HBNet). The MC-CENet accepts
the ICE of a single subcarrier as input; other subcarriers are
fed sequentially, one at a time. So, the training data consists
of a single ICE (with input of size NR × NT) for each
subcarrier. To make the setup even more flexible at the cost of
computational simplicity, F3 employs one CNN per subcarrier
for estimating the channel. For the m-th subcarrier, each Single
Carrier Channel Estimation Network (SC-CENet[m], m ∈M)
feeds into a single HBNet.
A. Input Data
We partition the input ICE data into three components to
enrich the input features. In our previous works, similar ap-
proaches has provided good features for DL implementations
[33], [38], [39], [42]. In particular, we use the real, imaginary
parts and the absolute value of each entry of ICEs. The
absolute value entry indicates to the DL network that the real
and imaginary input feeds are connected. Define the input for
MC-HBNet in F1 as XF1 = [XTF1[1], . . . ,X
T
F1[M ]]
T. Then,
for MR × MT ICE, the (i, j)-th entry of the submatrices
per subcarrier is [[XF1[m]]:,:,1]i,j = |[G[m]]i,j | for the first
“channel” or input matrix of XF1[m]. The second and the
third channels are [[XF1[m]]:,:,2]i,j = Re{[G[m]]i,j} and
[[XF1[m]]:,:,3]i,j = Im{[G[m]]i,j}, respectively. Hence, the
size of XF1 is MMR × MT × 3. In F2, the input data
comprises single subcarrier ICEs. The input for MC-CENet
XF2 is of size MR ×MT × 3. The input data for each SC-
CENet in F3 is same as in F2. The inputs of HBNet in both
F2 and F3 also have the same structure; it is denoted as
XH = [X
T
H[1], . . . ,X
T
H[M ]]
T which is of size MNR×NT×3,
where [[XH[m]]:,:,1]i,j = |[H[m]]i,j |, [[XH[m]]:,:,2]i,j =
Re{[H[m]]i,j} and [[XH[m]]:,:,3]i,j = Im{[H[m]]i,j}.
B. Labeling
The hybrid beamformers are the common output for all three
frameworks (Fig. 2). We represent the output as the vectorized
form of analog beamformers common to all subcarriers and
Fig. 3. Deep network architectures used in DL frameworks F1, F2, and F3
for wideband mm-wave channel estimation and hybrid beamforming.
baseband beamformers corresponding to all subcarriers. The
output is an NRF
(
NT +NR +2MNS
)× 1 real-valued vector
z =
[
zTRF z˜
T
BB
]T
, (24)
where zRF = [vec{∠FRF}T, vec{∠WRF}T]T is a real-valued
NRF(NT + NR) × 1 vector which includes the phases of
analog beamformers. The z˜BB ∈ R2MNSNRF is composed
of the baseband beamformers for all subcarriers as z˜BB =
[zTBB[1], z
T
BB[2], . . . , z
T
BB[M ]]
T where
zBB[m] = [vec{Re{FBB[m]}}T, vec{Im{FBB[m]}}T,
vec{Re{WBB[m]}}T, vec{Im{WBB[m]}}T]T. (25)
The output label of MC-CENet in F2 is the channel matrix.
Given that MC-CENet is fed by the ICE G[m], the output
label for MC-CENet is
zH[m] = [vec{Re{H[m]}}T, vec{Im{H[m]}}T]T, (26)
which is a real-valued vector of size 2NRNT. The SC-
CENet[m] in F3 has similar input and output structures as the
MC-CENet but ICEs are fed to each SC-CENet[m] separately.
C. Network Architectures and Offline Training
We design four deep network architectures (Fig. 3). The
MC-HBNet and HBNet have input size of MNR × NT × 3
whereas the input for MC-CENet and SC-CENet[m] is NR ×
NT×3. The number of filters and number of units for all layers
are shown in Fig. 3. There are dropout layers with a 50%
probability after each fully connected layer in each network.
We use pooling layers after the first and second convolutional
layers only in MC-HBNet and HBNet to reduce the dimension
by two. The output layer of all networks are the regression
layer with the size depending on the application as discussed
earlier. The network parameters are fixed after a hyperparam-
eter tuning process that yields the best performance for the
considered scenario [38], [39], [42].
To train the proposed CNN structures, we realize the
training dataset for N = 100 and G = 100 (see Al-
gorithm 1) and generate the training datasets for MC-
HBNet, MC-CENet, HBNet and SC-CENet as DMC−HBNet,
DMC−CENet, DHBNet and DSC−CENet respectively. For each
scenario, we generated a channel matrix and received pilot
signal where we introduce additive noise to the training
7Algorithm 1 Offline training data generation.
Input: N , G, M , SNR, SNRH, SNRN.
1: Output: Training datasets for the networks in Fig. 2:
DMC−HBNet, DMC−CENet, DHBNet and DSC−CENet.
2: Generate {H(n)[m]}Nn=1 for m ∈M.
3: Initialize with t = t = 1 while the dataset length is T =
NG for MC-HBNet, HBNet, SC-CENet, and T = MT
for MC-CENet.
4: for 1 ≤ n ≤ N do
5: for 1 ≤ g ≤ G do
6: [H˜(n,g)[m]]i,j ∼ CN ([H(n)[m]]i,j , σ2H).
7: Generate received pilot signal from (10) as
Y
(n,g)
[m] = W
H
H(n,g)[m]F + N˜(n,g)[m].
8: Construct G(n,g)[m] from (11) by using Y
(n,g)
[m].
9: Using H(n,g)[m], find Fˆ(n,g)RF and Fˆ
(n,g)
BB [m]
by solving (16).
10: Find Wˆ(n,g)RF and Wˆ
(n,g)
BB [m] by solving (23).
11: Input for MC-HBNet: X(t)F1 =
[X
(t)T
F1 [1], . . . ,X
(t)T
F1 [M ]]
T and, for m ∈M,∀i, j,
[[X
(t)
F1[m]]:,:,1]i,j = |[G(n,g)[m]]i,j |
[[X
(t)
F1[m]]:,:,2]i,j = Re{[G(n,g)[m]]i,j}
[[X
(t)
F1[m]]:,:,3]i,j = Im{[G(n,g)[m]]i,j},
12: Output for MC-HBNet: z(t)HB = z
(t) as in (24).
13: for 1 ≤ m ≤M do
14: Input for MC-CENet: X(t)F2 = X
(t)
F1[m].
15: Output for MC-CENet: z(t)MC−H=z
(t)
H[m] as in (26).
16: t = t+ 1.
17: end for
18: Input for HBNet: X(t)H = [X
(t)T
H [1], . . . ,X
(t)T
H [M ]]
T.
19: Output for HBNet: z(t)HB.
20: Input for SC-CENet[m]: X(t)F3[m] = X
(t)
F1[m].
21: Output for SC-CENet[m]: z(t)SC−H[m] = z
(t)
H[m].
22: t = t+ 1.
23: end for g,
24: end for n,
25: DMC−HBNet =
(
(X
(1)
F1 , z
(1)
HB), . . . , (X
(T )
F1 , z
(T )
HB)
)
.
26: DMC−CENet =
(
(X
(1)
F2 , z
(1)
MC−H), . . . , (X
(T )
F2 , z
(T )
MC−H)
)
.
27: DHBNet =
(
(X
(1)
H , z
(1)
HB), . . . , (X
(T )
H , z
(T )
HB)
)
.
28: DSC−CENet[m]=
(
(X
(1)
F3 [m], z
(1)
SC−H), . . . ,(X
(T )
F3 [m], z
(T )
SC−H)
)
.
data on both the channel matrix and the received pilot sig-
nal which are defined by SNRH and SNRN respectively
1.
While training all deep networks, we use multiple SNRH and
1 Throughout all numerical experiments, we used four SNR definitions,
all of which are characterized by AWGN. 1) SNRN and SNRN−TEST
denote, respectively, training and test stage SNRs corresponding to the signal
in (10) when the pilot signals are received in the preamble. 2) SNRH and
SNRH−TEST are, respectively, training and test stage SNRs for the channel
matrix used to obtain the corrupted channel data. 3) SNRS−TEST corresponds
to the corruption noise added on the pilot signals. 4) We use the term “SNR”
on the received signal in (5) (not in the preamble) for hybrid beamforming
process.
SNRN values to enable robustness in the networks against
corrupted input characteristics [38], [39]. In particular, we
use SNRN = {20, 30, 40} dB and SNRH = {15, 20, 25}
dB, where we have SNRH = 20 log10(
|[H[m]]i,j |2
σ2H
) and
SNRN = 20 log10(
|[H[m]F[m]S[m]]i,j |2
σ2
N
). In addition, SNR
= {−10, 0, 10} dB is selected in the training process. As
a result, the sizes of the training data for MC-HBNet, MC-
CENet, HBNet and SC-CENet[m] are MNR×NT×3×30000,
NR × NT × 3 × 30000M , MNR × NT × 3 × 30000 and
NR × NT × 3 × 30000, respectively. Further, 80% and 20%
of all generated data are chosen for training and validation
datasets, respectively. For the prediction process, we generated
JT Monte Carlo experiments where a test data which is
separately generated by adding noise on received pilot signal
with SNR defined as SNRN−TEST is used. Note that this
operation is applied to corrupt input data and test the network
against deviations in the input data which can resemble the
changes in the channel matrix due to short coherence times in
mm-Wave scenario [18].
D. Online Deployment of the Proposed Approach
The adaptation of the DL network to changes in the propa-
gation environment is critical because the offline training does
not include all possible channel characteristics. To address this
problem, we also adopt an online deployment strategy for F2
and F3 to perform both channel estimation and hybrid beam-
forming. The networks are trained following the procedure
outlined in Algorithm 1.
In conventional DL framework, both channel and hybrid
beamformers are estimated using only an analytical method
for each new input. In our proposed online deployment, the
channel is estimated via both DL and analytical methods. If the
network’s performance is worse than the analytical approach,
it’s parameters are updated. In order to measure the network’s
online performance we define a cost between the estimated
channel matrices in the current state and in the state at which
the network is last updated. This approach allows us to track
the online performance of the DL model. Define the received
signal at time t for m ∈ M as Gt[m] (see (11) and 8-
th step of Algorithm 1). Then, the estimates of the channel
matrix Ht[m] are obtained through DL as HˆDLt [m] and some
analytical approach, such as angle domain channel estimation
(ADCE) algorithm [48], as HˆADt [m]. Define the error metric
at time t as
η(t) =
1
MNRNT
M∑
m=1
||HˆDLt [m]− Hˆtemp[m]||F , (27)
where Hˆtemp is the last estimated channel matrix via ADCE.
Note that the channel estimation via ADCE is only performed
at the beginning of the online deployment and when the
network is updated. The update is performed by using the
collected input data at time t and the labels are obtained via
ADCE. Consequently, analytical solutions are used only when
an update is required, thereby reducing the computational
complexity. The online training is also fast because a small
8dataset is used to update the network parameters for a few
iterations. The update condition
η(t) ≥ ζ, (28)
holds for some threshold parameter ζ which determines the
refresh frequency; η(t) < ζ implies satisfactory performance
of DL.
Denote network parameters of MC-CENet at time t as
ΠMC−CENett ; we use same definition for SC-CENet[m] and
HBNet. Only the higher layers (i.e., the fully connected
layers) of ΠMC−CENett , which have greater dependence on the
environment than the lower layers (i.e., convolutional layers)
are updated [51], [52]. This slight update of the network
parameters does not cause significant performance loss in the
input-output mapping that is already learned. Algorithm 2
summarizes online deployment steps. The inputs are the re-
ceived pilot signals and the offline trained networks. In online
deployment, we use PE-HB (phase-extraction-based hybrid
beamforming) algorithm [23] due to its low complexity.
Algorithm 2 Online deployment for MC-CENet and HBNet.
Input: G0[m], ΠMC−CENet0 , Π
HBNet
0 , ζ.
Output: HˆDLt [m], FˆRFt , FˆBBt [m], WˆRFt , WˆBBt [m].
1: Start with t = 0.
2: Estimate Ht[m] via ΠMC−CENett and ADCE as Hˆ
DL
t [m]
and HˆADt [m].
3: Set Hˆtemp[m] = HˆADt [m].
4: Compute the error metric η(t) in (28).
5: while η(t) < ζ, do
6: Estimate Ht[m] via ΠMC−CENett as Hˆ
DL
t [m].
7: Compute η(t).
8: Obtain FˆRFt , FˆBBt [m], WˆRFt , WˆBBt [m] via
ΠHBNett .
9: ΠMC−CENett+1 = Π
MC−CENet
t . Π
HBNet
t+1 = Π
HBNet
t .
10: t← t+ 1.
11: else
12: For m ∈M, estimate Ht[m] via ADCE as HˆADt [m].
13: Set Hˆtemp[m] = HˆADt [m].
14: Use Gt[m] and HˆADt [m] to generate online datasets
DMC−CENet and DHBNet as in {14, 15}-th step of
Algorithm 1.
15: Freeze the convolutional layers of ΠMC−CENett .
16: Update ΠMC−CENett with DMC−CENet and obtain
ΠMC−CENett+1 .
17: Estimate Ht[m] via ΠMC−CENett+1 and refine Hˆ
DL
t [m].
18: Using HˆDLt [m], estimate FˆRFt , FˆBBt [m], WˆRFt ,
WˆBBt [m] via PE-HB algorithm.
19: Construct online dataset DHBNet as in {18, 19}-th
steps of Algorithm 1.
20: Freeze the convolutional layers of ΠHBNett .
21: Update ΠHBNett with DHBNet and obtain ΠHBNett+1 .
22: Estimate beamformers via ΠHBNett+1 .
23: t← t+ 1.
24: end
E. Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the proposed DL ap-
proach arises from both online prediction and offline training.
While the online complexity is easier to compute, the same
for offline training is still an open issue due to a more
involved implementation of backpropagation process during
training [53]. Therefore, we consider the complexity of only
online prediction stage here.
For a deep neural network with LC convolutional layers
and LF fully connected layers [54], the total time complexity
of convolutional layers is O(∑LCl=1D(l)x D(l)y b(l)x b(l)y c(l−1)CL c(l)CL),
where D(l)x and D
(l)
y are the convolutional kernel dimensions;
b
(l)
x and b
(l)
y are the dimensions of the l-th convolutional
layer output; and c(l)CL is the number of filters in the l-th
layer. The total complexity of the fully connected layers is
O(∑LFl=1 b(l)x b(l)y c(l)F ), where c(l)FL is the number of units in
the fully connected layer. A fair comparison of computational
complexity for a DL network with a conventional analytical
method is difficult because DL enjoys advantage of GPU
processing. In Section VII-F, we compare the computation
times of both methods. Furthermore, we compare the time
complexity of the online learning approach in Section VII-E.
VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed DL frame-
works through several experiments. We compared our DL-
based hybrid beamforming (hereafter, DLHB) with the state-
of-the-art hybrid precoding algorithms such as Gram-Schmidt-
orthogonalization-based method (GS-HB) [26], PE-HB [23],
and another recent DL-based multilayer perceptron (MLP)
method [37]. As a benchmark, we implemented a fully digital
beamformer obtained from the SVD of the channel matrix.
We also present the performance of the MO algorithm [21]
used for the labels of the hybrid beamforming networks. The
MO algorithm constitutes a performance yardstick for DLHB,
in the sense that the latter cannot perform better than the
MO algorithm because the hybrid beamformers used as labels
are obtained from MO itself. Finally, we implemented spatial
frequency CNN (SF-CNN) architecture [33] that has been pro-
posed recently for wideband mm-Wave channel estimation. We
compare the performance of our DL-based channel estimation
with SF-CNN using the same parameters.
The proposed deep networks are realized and trained in
MATLAB on a PC with a single GPU and a 768-core
processor. We used the stochastic gradient descent algorithm
with momentum 0.9 and updated the network parameters with
learning rate 0.0005 and mini-batch size of 128 samples.
Then, we reduced the learning rate by the factor of 0.9 after
each 30 epochs. The training process terminates when the
validation accuracy does not improve in three consecutive
epochs. Algorithm 1 summarizes steps for training data gen-
eration. We followed the training procedure outlined in the
Section VI with NT = 128 elements, NR = 16 antennas,
and NRF = NS = 4 RF chains. Throughout the experiments,
unless stated otherwise, we use M = 16 subcarriers at fc = 60
GHz with 2 GHz bandwidth, and L = 10 clusters with
Nsc = 5 scatterers for all transmit and receive angles that
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Fig. 4. Spectral efficiency versus SNR. NT = 128, NR = 16, M = 16 and
SNRN−TEST = 20 dB. Inset shows the plot on a magnified scale.
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Fig. 5. Spectral efficiency versus SNRN−TEST and SNR = 0 dB.
are uniform randomly selected from the interval [−pi, pi]. Then
the frequency selective channel is generated by following the
channel model in (2) and (4) [26]. We selected F[m] and
W[m] as the first MT columns of an NT × NT discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) matrix and the first MR columns
of an NR × NR DFT matrix respectively [33]. Then, we
set MT = 128 and MR = 16. In the prediction stage, the
preamble data are different from the training stage. Instead, we
construct G[m] from (9) and (11) with a completely different
realization of noise N corresponding to SNRN−TEST.
A. Spectral efficiency evaluation
Fig. 4 shows the spectral efficiency of various algorithms
for varying test SNR, given SNRN = 20 dB. Note that only
DLHB is fed with the received pilot data (i.e., G[m]) whereas
the other algorithms require perfect CSI to yield hybrid beam-
formers. Nevertheless, the DLHB techniques outperform GS-
HB [26] and PE-HB [23]. Further, GS-HB algorithm requires
the set of array responses of received paths which is difficult to
achieve in practice. The MO algorithm is used to obtain the
labels of the deep networks for hybrid beamforming, hence
the performances of the DL approaches are upper-bounded
by the MO algorithm. The perfect channel information is
required for even the benchmark MO algorithm [21]. The
gap between the MO algorithm and the DL frameworks is
explained by the corruptions in the DL input which causes
deviations from the label data (obtained via MO) at the output
regression layer. Note that our DLHB methods improve upon
other DL-based techniques such as MLP [37], which lacks
a feature extraction stage provided by convolutional layers
in our networks. Among the DL frameworks, F2 and F3
exhibit superior performance than F1 because the channel
estimated by MC-CENet and SC-CENet has higher accuracy.
On the contrary, F1 uses ICEs directly as input and is,
therefore, unable to achieve similar improvement. While F2
and F3 have similar hybrid beamforming performance, F3
has computationally more complex because of presence of M
CNNs in the channel estimation stage.
In Fig. 4, except DLHB, all competing methods use perfect
CSI except for DLHB. For a fair comparison, we feed all
methods the same channel matrix that is estimated from MC-
CENet when SNR = 0 dB.
Fig. 5 shows the spectral efficiency so obtained with respect
to SNRN−TEST, which determines the noise added to the
received pilot data as in Section VI-C. For SNRN−TEST ≥ 0
dB, we note that the non-DL methods perform rather imper-
fectly but their performance is at least similar with the true
channel matrix case shown in Fig 4. The DL-based techniques
exceed in comparison and exhibit higher tolerance against
the corrupted channel data corresponding to SNRN−TEST.
The F2 and F3 quickly reach the maximum efficiency when
SNRN−TEST is increased to −15 dB. Again, the F1 fares
poorly because it is directly fed by the ICEs and lacks the
channel estimation network.
B. Error in channel estimation
Fig. 6 shows the normalized MSE (NMSE) (Fig. 6a) in the
channel estimates and the spectral efficiency (Fig. 6b) of the
DL approaches with respect to SNRN−TEST when SNR = 0
dB. Here, the NMSE is
NMSE =
1
MJT
M∑
m=1
JT∑
i=1
||H[m]− Hˆi[m]||F
||H[m]||F , (29)
where JT is the number trials. We observe that all of the DL
frameworks provide improvement as SNRN−TEST increases
but F3, in particular, surpasses all other methods. We remark
that DLHB approaches outperform the recently proposed SF-
CNN because the latter lacks fully connected layers and
relies only on several convolutional layers (see Table 1 in
[33]). While convolutional layers are good at extracting the
additional features inherent in the input, the fully connected
layers are more efficient in non-linearly mapping the input
to the labeled data [54]. Further, SF-CNN [33] draws on
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Fig. 6. Channel estimation performance of DL approaches with respect to
SNRN−TEST in terms of (a) NMSE and (b) spectral efficiency for SNR = 0
dB.
a single SNRN in the training and works well only when
SNRN = SNRN−TEST. This is impractical because it requires
re-training whenever there is a change in SNRN−TEST. On
the other hand, no such requirement is imposed on our DLHB
method because we use multiple SNRNs during the training
stage. Again, F3 leverages multiple CNNs to outclass F2.
While both have largely similar results as in Fig. 4(a), we
observe from Fig. 6b that F3 attains higher spectral efficiency
even at SNRN−TEST as low as -5 dB when compared with F1,
F2, and MLP. We conclude that, effectively, the channel esti-
mation improvement in F3 also leads to capacity enhancement
at very low SNRN−TEST.
Next, Fig. 6b illustrates that F1 performs well only when
SNRN−TEST exceeds 15 dB. In summary, F2 yields the high-
est spectral efficiency with reasonable network complexity.
We observe in Fig. 6a that the performance of DL-based
algorithms maxes out after SNRN−TEST reaches 5 dB. This
is because, being biased estimators, deep networks do not
provide unlimited accuracy. This problem can be mitigated
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Fig. 7. Channel estimation performance with respect to SNRS−TEST in
terms of (a) NMSE and (b) spectral efficiency for SNRN−TEST = 10 dB.
by increasing the number of units in various network layers.
Unfortunately, it may lead to the network memorizing the
training data and perform poorly when the test data are
different than the ones in training. To balance this trade-off, we
used noisy data-sets during training so that the network attains
reasonable tolerance to corrupted/imperfect inputs. Although
the spectral efficiency of DLHB frameworks remains largely
unchanged at high SNRN−TEST, it is an improvement over
MLP as can be ascertained from both Fig. 4 and Fig. 6b.
C. Effect of noise contamination
We examined the performance of the DL approaches for the
corrupted pilot data when SNR = 0 dB and SNRN−TEST =
10 dB. In this experiment, we added noise determined by
SNRS−TEST to the pilot signal matrix S in (9). All networks
are trained by selecting S =
√
PT IMT . Fig. 7a shows that
F3 has lower NMSE than both F2 and SF-CNN. Here, the
performance of the algorithms maxes out after SNRS−TEST
is increased to 15 dB; the channel estimation improvement is
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Fig. 8. Performance of DL approaches with respect to the standard deviation of angle mismatch when (a) L = 10 and (b) L = 3 for SNR = 0 dB and
SNRN−TEST = 10 dB. Performance with respect to number of cluster mismatch when the networks are trained for (c) L = 10 and (d) L = 5.
very incremental for all deep networks except ICE, where the
preamble noise is determined by SNRN−TEST. The degrada-
tion in accuracy of DL methods can be similarly explained
as in Section VII-B. Nevertheless, the hybrid beamforming
performance of F2 and F3 is better than MLP even though
the channel estimation improvement is modest. Moreover, the
performance of F2 and F3 quickly reaches to their best after
SNRS−TEST = −15 dB (Fig. 7b).
D. Effect of angle and cluster mismatch
We imposed further challenges on our techniques by in-
troducing an angle mismatch from the receiver AOA/AOD
angles (also used as training data). In the prediction stage,
we generated a different channel matrix by inserting angular
mismatch in each of the path angles. Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b
illustrate the spectral efficiency achieved with respect to the
standard deviation of the mismatch angle, σΘ. Hence, for the
AOA/AOD angles θl, φl from the l-th cluster, the mismatched
angles are given by θ˜l ∼ N (θl, σ2Θ) and φ˜l ∼ N (φl, σ2Θ),
respectively. For both L = 10 (Fig. 8a) and L = 3 (Fig. 8b)
clusters, DLHB methods are able to tolerate at most 4◦ of
angular mismatch which other learning-based methods such
as MLP are unable to. As this mismatch increases, it leads to
significant deviations in the channel matrix data (arising from
the multiplication of deviated steering vectors in (2).
We also evaluated effect of a mismatch in the number of
clusters L between training and prediction data. We trained
the networks for L = 10 and L = 5 with different channel re-
alizations. During testing, we generated a new channel matrix
for different number of clusters. Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d illustrate
the spectral efficiency for L = 10 and L = 5, respectively.
The F2 and F3 reach to their maximum performance when
L reaches to the value used in the training. The performance
of F1 and MLP gets worse as L increases. Note that in the
prediction stage, the first 10 (5), as in Fig. 8c (d), cluster
angles are same as used for training; remaining 10 (5) cluster
angles are selected uniformly at random as mentioned earlier.
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Fig. 9. Online Deployment of the proposed DL approaches for (a) σΘ ∈ [0◦, 20◦] and (b) σΘ ∈ [10◦, 30◦]. (Top) channel estimation NMSE (Middle)
spectral efficiency and (Bottom) error cost and threshold with respect to angular mismatch for SNR = 0 dB.
As L increases, the input data becomes “more familiar” to the
deep network. The spectral efficiency does not degrade after
addition of randomly generated cluster paths because DLHB
designs the hybrid beamformers according to the received
paths that are already present in the training data. As a
result, deep networks provide robust performance even with
additional received paths and channel matrix different from the
training stage. However, the loss of cluster paths in the training
data causes would deteriorate the performance because the
input data becomes “unfamiliar” to the deep network and
hybrid beamformer designs suffer as a result.
E. Online Deployment
Fig. 9 shows the online prediction performance of F2 and
F3 when there is an angle mismatch between the AOD/AOA
angles of training and test data. In Fig. 9a, we model the
receiver motion such that σΘ ∈ [0◦, 20◦]. After experimental
trial, we select the size of online dataset as G = 200 and
ζ = 0.02 whose value determines the update frequency of
the network parameters. We use ADCE [48] and PE-HB [23]
algorithms to obtain the online labels (Algorithm 2). The
performance of the offline network worsens as σΘ increases
because it does not recognize the mismatched inputs. When the
online mode is triggered from a large angle mismatch (about
10◦), Fig. 9b shows the network updates itself in the beginning
of the deployment and its performance is similar to Fig. 9a.
The network requires to be re-trained for approximately every
5◦ mismatch, similar to observations made in Section VII.D.
The online deployment requires approximately 10 and 15 ms
for channel estimation (ADCE) and beamformer design (PE-
HB), respectively. The online network update (training) takes
only 500 ms whereas the offline training overhead is about
two hours (see Tables I and II) mainly due to small online
dataset (e.g., DMC−CENet and DHBNet).
TABLE I
TRAINING TIMES FOR NETWORKS (IN MINUTES)
MC-HBNet MC-CENet SC-CENet[m] HBNet SF-CNN MLP
45.6 95.3 76.6 43.8 85.1 41.4
TABLE II
TRAINING TIMES FOR DLHB FRAMEWORKS (IN MINUTES)
DLHB-F1 DLHB-F2 DLHB-F3
45.6 138.5 1270.3
TABLE III
RUN TIMES FOR NETWORKS (IN SECONDS)
MC-HBNet MC-CENet SC-CENet[m] HBNet SF-CNN MLP
0.0053 0.0056 0.0057 0.0059 0.0057 0.0056
TABLE IV
RUN TIMES FOR ALGORITHMS (IN SECONDS)
DLHB-F1 DLHB-F2 DLHB-F3 MO GS-HB PE-HB
0.0053 0.0113 0.0778 3.204 0.0132 0.0152
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Fig. 10. Computational complexity order with respect to NT.
F. Computational complexity
We assessed the training times of all DLHB frameworks. We
select the same simulations settings presented in Section VI.
For M = 16, Tables I and II list training times for each
network (Fig. 3) and DLHB framework (Fig. 2), respectively.
The simple structure and smaller input/output layer sizes of
MC-HBNet, HBNet, and MLP implies that they have the
lowest training times than the CENet. Similarly, F1 is the
fastest in training while F3 is the slowest. Note that we trained
each SC-CENet separately one after the other. The training
time of F3 is reduced when all SC-CENet networks are to
be trained jointly in parallel. Designing hybrid beamformers
by solving (16) and (23) using the MO algorithm introduces
computational overhead. While this process is tedious, our
proposed DLHB holds up this complexity only during the
training. In the prediction stage, however, DLHB exhibits far
smaller computational times than other algorithms.
For the sake of completeness, Tables III and IV list the
prediction stage computational times of the networks and
frameworks, respectively. All networks show similar run times
because of parallel processing of deep networks with GPUs.
Among the DLHB frameworks, F1 is the fastest due to its
structural simplicity. The MO algorithm takes longest to run
in solving its inherent optimization problem. While GS-HB
and PE-HB are quicker than F3, they are fed with the true
channel matrix and lack any channel estimation stage. The F2
has slightly less execution times than GS-HB and PE-HB and
provides more robust performance without requiring the CSI.
Hence, we conclude that the proposed DL frameworks are
computationally efficient and more tolerant to many different
corruptions in the input data.
Fig. 10 compares the complexity order of the DL networks
according to Section VI-E, together with SF-CNN [33, Table
I] and MLP [37, Table I]. The complexity of MC-HBNet
and HBNet are the same and higher than the other network
architectures because they include large number of units in the
fully connected layers. The MLP has the lowest complexity
but it suffers from poorer feature extraction.
Finally, we examine the time complexity of the proposed
online training approach. Suppose that TAA and TDL denote
the time spent to estimate channel and hybrid beamformers for
an analytical approach (e.g., ADCE and PE-HB), and proposed
DL approach, respectively. We also define TOT as the online
training time, as illustrated in Table V. Now, let us consider a
reasonable scenario of incoming data blocks for 1000 channel
coherence time, and assume that the DL network performs
parameter update for every 200 data blocks. In this case, the
time complexity of the analytical approach is 25 s, whereas the
proposed DL approach only takes 11.5 s and 14.06 s for offline
and online settings, respectively. This shows the superiority of
the proposed method for both online and offline scenario.
VIII. SUMMARY
We introduced three DL frameworks for joint channel esti-
mation and hybrid beamformer design in wideband mm-Wave
massive MIMO systems. Unlike prior works, the proposed
DL frameworks do not require the knowledge of the perfect
CSI to design the hybrid beamformers. We investigated the
performance of DLHB approaches through several numeri-
cal simulations and demonstrated that they provide higher
spectral efficiency and more tolerance to corrupted channel
data than the state-of-the-art. The robust performance results
from training the deep networks for several different channel
scenarios which are also corrupted by synthetic noise. This
aspect has been ignored in earlier works. We showed that
the trained networks provide robust hybrid beamforming even
when the received paths change up to 4 degrees from the
training channel data. This allows for sufficiently long times
in deep network operations without requiring re-training. This
significant improvement addresses the common problem of
short coherence times in a mm-Wave system. Even in terms
of the channel estimation accuracy, our DLHB frameworks
outperform other DL-based approaches such as SF-CNN. Our
experiments show that the channel estimation performance of
all DL methods maxes out at high SNRN regimes. This is
explained by the nature of deep networks which are biased
estimators.
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